1- connect to the site http://idcd.unipv.it
2- click on the item "Kiro" in the navigation bar of the site, it will open the list of platforms divided by structure
3- click on "Language Centre"
4- click on the link "You are not logged in (Login)" at the top right
5- in the "Login" window write: in the "Username" field, your tax code with capital letters and in the "Password" field, the same password of the University services, used for access the wifi and for the reserved area, with capital letters
6- click in order:
   - on the "Erasmus +" folder
   - on the "Activities in preparation for the Erasmus+ test" folder
   - on the folder of the interested language
   - on the link "Activities in preparation for the language test - level A2, B1, B2 or C1"
   - on the blue "Enter" button (only the first time)
7- within each level, proceed as follows:
   a) click:
      - on the name of the lesson to display its full contents
      - on the pdf sheets to read the explanatory part
      - on the respective links of the exercises and then on the "Try the quiz now" button to answer the questions
   b) once completed the exercise, click on "Next" and then on "Send all and end", to get the score and correction
   c) to perform the exercise again, click on the "End of revision" link at the bottom of the correction and then on the "Retry the quiz" button

There is no limit to the number of attempts for each exercise.